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All Grids Are Not Created Equal.
GridPro software simply swamps the competition in generating high-quality grids for fast
and accurate analysis of the most complex geometries. These geometries arise in industries
such as aerospace, chemical, medical, energy, propulsion, oil and gas, and others. Extensive
automation speeds up grid generation and reduces operator error and time.
GridPro was developed to meet NASA’s demanding requirements for evaluating designs of
space launch vehicles. GridPro grids capture both the fine geometric details and the severe
flow physics. Other software simply does not provide you the opportunity for a crisp picture
of the physics.

Expert Support
Our development engineers work with
customers on specific technical issues as
required. We also offer self-paced tutorials,
training classes, and on-line FAQs.

Validation
The European Space Agency compared the
results of a GridPro-enabled simulation of a
rocket nose cone with those of an instrumented
test flight. The GridPro-enabled result closely
matched the experimental measurements.

Proprietary DBC Technology
Generates Quality Grids Fast
GridPro software employs a powerful
proprietary Dynamic Boundary Conforming (DBC)
technology to automatically map topology wireframes
onto high-quality, multi-block grids with just the
click of a button.
At the heart of the technology is a unique
topology paradigm. A user creates a topology wireframe by interactively positioning a sparse set of
points around the geometry from CAD. These points

Starting with your CAD design, GridPro delivers a mesh of exceptional quality. This enables
the solver to deliver more accurate solutions than when run on lower-quality grids and to do
so in significantly less time.

are labeled to correspond to the bounding surfaces of
the region being analyzed. This process defines a
coarse, unstructured, hexahedral wireframe. Unlike

You are assured of results that accurately match real-world conditions.

When comparing other grid
generation systems, consider
these GridPro advantages:

way to transition to a larger scale. This
method provides fast, efficient, automatic
and reliable means to perform multi-scale
physical simulations.

Highest-Quality Mesh
Using the most advanced grid generation
engine, GridPro generates its optimal-quality
grid with minimal user input and judgments.

CAD Integration

Fast Results
A GridPro mesh enables solvers to get to
convergence three to 10 times faster than
when operating on lower-quality grids.
GridPro provides automatic smoothing, optimization, and feature-capture to substantially
reduce the human iteration in the process,
often the slowest part of grid generation.

Enhanced Accuracy
The higher quality of the grid will result in
fewer numerical errors from the solver.

Unique Technology
Proprietary algorithms ensure the highestquality grids plus minimal user input.

Multiscale Analysis
Automatic Nested Refinement generates
block-structured grids that resolve tiny features involving very complex geometries
while providing for a smooth and consistent

Some Representative Clients NASA

CADFix, an optional integrated input tool,
enables GridPro users to confidently accept
and repair data from all major CAD systems,
kernels and industry standard file exchange
formats. CADFix is a product of ITI
Transcendata, the world's leading provider
of data interoperability solutions.

Flexibility
GridPro’s modular parametric design enables
users to easily modify grids and alter their
configuration geometry. This is ideal for an
automatic design driven by an optimizer.

Ease of Use
The AZ-manager is an easy-to-use
GUI interface that provides a 3D graphic
environment for operating efficiently with
your grids. It has a complete tool set for
operations to build topology, set boundary
conditions, edit surfaces and view multiblock grids. Built-in intelligence avoids
errors. GridPro automatically generates templates for creating new grids with a minimum
number of mouse clicks.

About GridPro
GridPro is an automatic, object-oriented
multi-block hexahedral element grid generator.
It provides users with an interactive capability
to build topology, edit surfaces, set CFD
boundary conditions, view grids and launch the
grid generator. The GridPro system combines a
powerful programming language with a GUI
and an advanced grid smoothing algorithm.
The resulting grid is optimized to be smooth
and orthogonal throughout the volumetric
region and to be clustered about the locations
of concave and convex boundary curvature.

the frames of some other grid generation systems,
the pattern-defining points do not need to be
precisely positioned.
GridPro’s DBC technology automatically morphs the
topology wireframe grid into conformity with the
bounding geometry, generating a multi-block grid.
The process is driven by proprietary mathematical
algorithms that ensure the highest possible level of
grid quality available under the constraints defined
by the user. This quality level is difficult if not impossible to attain by traditional methods of multi-block
grid generation.
DBC technology enables high-quality design

GridPro was developed by Program
Development Company, which was founded in
1989 by its president, Dr. Peter Eiseman. A noted
international authority in grid generation technology, Dr. Eiseman has authored more than
150 related publications and is a frequent
speaker at industry events and seminars. He is
a founding member of the International Society
of Grid Generation and the U.S. Association of
Computational Mechanics.

optimization to proceed automatically. As users
make changes in region boundaries to achieve the
desired physical attributes, GridPro dynamically
tracks the evolving boundary shapes.
With this technology, users are not required to do
surface grid generation or build such items as block
edges and their pointwise distributions. The user
simply gets both surface and volume grids simultaneously and automatically. Traditional approaches to
grid generation are labor intensive and highly

Start getting results
you really want today!
For more information about GridPro, including
supported computer platforms and examples of
grids for a wide range of applications, go to
our website: www.gridpro.com. Or call us to
discuss your particular application.
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dependent upon user judgment.
GridPro’s unique methodology significantly
increases productivity by minimizing the amount of
user interaction and individual judgments. Its mathematical engine relieves much of the tedious work of
constructing the various parts of the grid and then
properly assembling them into a whole.
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